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ABSTRACT
Video synthesis using deep learning methods is an important yet challenging task for the
computer vision community. Generative Adversarial Networks have been proved effective
for generating high fidelity photo-realistic images. Recently, many video synthesis models
achieve high fidelity and resolution samples by carrying the success of Generative Adversarial
Networks to the field of video synthesis. However, it can be challenging to train large-scale
Generative Adversarial Networks as they often require enormous computing resources and a
long training period. We found it necessary to put together a clear and in-depth guideline for
researchers who are interested in training large-scale video Generative Adversarial Networks
in the future. In this thesis, we aim to find effective and efficient ways to implement and
train large-scale video Generative Adversarial Networks for high quality video generation.
We evaluate different implement choices as well as training details and give quantitative
analysis.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
One of the most important characteristics of human intelligence is the ability to create
based on past experience. Recently, the increasing computing power available to the public
combined with deep neural networks has revolutionized Artificial Intelligence (AI). Deep
learning models have achieved or even exceeded human level performance on discriminative
tasks such as image classification [1] and object detection [2]. Creation, or generative tasks,
on the other hand, is considered more difficult prior to the introduction of Generative Ad-
versarial Networks (GANs) [3]. GANs bring a lot of advancement in visual data synthesis.
With the help of GANs, deep neural networks are able to generate high resolution, high
fidelity images of human faces [4, 5], realistic photographs [6] and artistic pictures [7, 8].
Video synthesis is more challenging than image synthesis as it deals with larger and more
complicated training data and requires frames in a single clip to be temporally coherent [9].
Encouraged by the massive achievement of GANs in the field of image synthesis, researchers
begin to apply adversarial learning methods on video synthesis tasks and see a significant
boost in performance [9, 10, 11, 12]. Nevertheless, GANs, especially large-scale ones, still
suffer from some common issues including instability during training, overfitting, restricted
scalability for complex datasets and large search space for hyperparameter optimization.
All these issues create additional burdens for individual researchers without a plethora of
computational resources to train large-scale video GANs. Even though recent publications
provide various new training models, very few of them provide detailed guidelines on how
to implement and train these models. We take the state-of-the-art video generative model,
DVDGAN [12], and a large-scale video dataset, Kinetics-400 [13], as an example in order to
compare the performances of different design choices and training strategies. Furthermore,
we show strategies to avoid problems such as overfitting and instability.
1.1 GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORKS
Generative tasks are considered a lot harder than discriminative tasks for deep neural
networks partly because it is hard to do maximum likelihood estimation for generation [3].
For example, if two generative models are asked to create paintings mimicking the artistic
style of Pablo Picasso, it will be hard to judge which model does a better job as which
painting is “more similar to Picasso’s art style” is hard to quantify. Generative Adversarial
Networks solve such problems by jointly training two separate deep neural networks: a
generator G and a discriminator D [3]. During training time, G’s goal is to generate samples
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that are “realistic” enough to deceive D while D’s goal is to distinguish “fake” samples from







Given latent vector z ∈ Rd from a distribution Pz, the goal function is designed so that G
maps z to x̃ ∈ Rm, where m is the dimension of the training samples. On the other hand, D
maps sample x ∈ Rm to a scalar in range of {0, 1} [14]. D’s goal is to classify input samples
as “fake” or “real” and maximize the loss function. The overall loss function introduced in
[3] is then given by:
F(D,G) = Ex∼Pdata(x)[logD(x)] + Ez∼Pz(z)[log(1−D(G(z)))], (1.2)
where x is the data sample, Pdata is the probability distribution over data samples, z is the
latent vector and Pz is the probability distribution over latent vector. In practice, G and D
are updated alternatively to prevent D from overfitting [3].
Figure 1.1: Typical GANs Architecture: Image taken from [15].
Since the introduction of GANs, many improved models have been proposed. DCGAN’s
[16] architecture has influenced a lot of GANs after it. DCGAN uses deep convolutional
neural networks for both the generator and the discriminator. DCGAN also shows that
Batch Normalization [17] is useful for mitigating mode collapse. LSGAN [18] adopts the
least squares loss function for D to replace the sigmoid cross entropy loss function in previ-
ous GANs for better stability and image quality. WGAN proposed in [19] adopts a new loss
function using Earth Mover (EM) distance to achieve a better stability and provide a mean-
ingful loss metric that correlates to the quality of output samples. SAGAN [20] applies two
very important techniques, self-attention mechanism [21] and spectral normalization [22], to
convolutional GANs and achieves better results on the ImageNet dataset [23] than previous
models. Both techniques are later inherited by BigGAN [6] and DVDGAN [12].
2
1.2 VIDEO SYNTHESIS WITH DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS
Different deep learning models have been proposed to solve different video synthesis prob-
lems. Most of the video synthesis tasks can be broadly categorized by how much conditioning
signal is available to the model. On one end of the spectrum is unconditional video synthesis
models. On the other end is strongly-conditioned video synthesis models. Class-conditional
video synthesis models fall in the middle of the spectrum.
Unconditional video synthesis. Similar to unconditional image GANs, some video
GANs train a generator G with only random noise vectors. Since the training data is
not labelled in any form, the samples generated by G follow the distribution of the entire
training set. VGAN [9] is among the first models to extend the success of GANs to the
video domain. Instead of one 3D generator, TGAN [10] uses a temporal generator G0 to
yield latent vectors that will then be “decoded” by the image generator G1 into temporally
coherent video samples. MoCoGAN [11] assumes a video clip consists two parts: a content
part and a motion part. For each generated sample with T frames, T motion codes sampled
by a recurrent neural network (RNN) and a single content codes are combined and sent
into G. TGANv2 [24] subsamples feature maps and adaptively reduces batch size in the
generator to reduce memory and computational costs. In general, lack of conditioning
signal restricts unconditional models’ ability to generate long and high-resolution videos
[25].
Class-conditional video synthesis. Most class-conditional video synthesis models are
conditional video GANs that embed class information into a latent vector. In [10], a class-
conditional version of TGAN, CTGAN is proposed as an extension of TGAN. CTGAN
tranforms a class label l into an one-hot vector vl and concatenates it with noise vector z0
to form the new latent code for generation. DVDGAN [12], which we use in this work for
experiments, concatenates learned linear embedding of class with sampled random noise.
DVDGAN also uses projection-based D and class-conditional Batch Normalization in G
to impose class conditioning.
Strongly-conditioned video synthesis. Sometimes conditioning signal can be more
fine-grained than class label, such as pixel-level masks [25] or pose stick figures [26]. Many
deep learning models [26, 27, 28] have been proposed for a class of problems called “con-
tent transfer”. Some strongly-conditioned video synthesis problems require per-frame
segmentation masks [25]. Video inpainting [29, 30] is another type of strongly-conditioned
problem that is worth mentioning. Because the conditioning signal and problem setup for
3
different strongly-conditioned video synthesis tasks can be very different, normally it is
difficult to apply strongly-conditioned models to different applications [25].
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CHAPTER 2: RELATED WORK
2.1 GANS FOR IMAGE SYNTHESIS
A lot of effective techniques originally developed for image GANs are adopted by GANs
for video. DVDGAN [12], the model we aim to implement in this work, borrows ideas and
methods proposed by Self-Attention Generative Adversarial Networks (SAGAN) [20] and
Large Scale GAN Training for High Fidelity Natural Image Synthesis (BigGAN) [6]. We
find a brief introduction of the two models may be helpful.
2.1.1 SAGAN
The separable-attention module introduced in [12] is based on the self-attention module
proposed in [20] for image generation tasks. A common shortcoming of GANs is that con-
volutional layer often struggles to model long-range dependencies across widely separated
regions in images. For example, an image GAN may generate realistic fur texture of a dog
but fail to model its four legs well. [20] argues the small size convolution kernels (usually
3× 3 or 5× 5) used by recent convolutional neural networks are good at catching local and
low-level features but are not sufficient to represent long-range spatial structures. Increas-
ing the size of the kernels is also not an option as it dramatically increases the number of
parameters.
SAGAN solves the dilemma by applying self-attention, a mechanism previously used by
natural language processing models [31, 32, 21] to an image GAN. Self-attention obtains
knowledge of global structural patterns and long-range dependencies by directly computing
how every “pixel” in the feature maps is related all other “pixels” from the same layer.
The formation of the self-attention module in SAGAN is adapted from the Non-local Neural
Networks [33] and illustrated in Figure 2.1. The features obtained from the previous layer
x ∈ RC×N are passed into two 1× 1 convolutions f and g separately, where C is the number
of channels and N is the multiplication of the width and height of the feature maps. The
“attention” is obtained by taking the matrix multiplication of f(x) and g(x) and applying
softmax operation along each row. Formally, the amount of impact that the ith location has






where sij = f(xi)






where h and v are both 1× 1 convolutions, too.
Figure 2.1: A visualization of the self-attention module. The ⊗ represents tensor multipli-
cation: Image taken from [20]
The self-attention module, combined with other useful techniques adopted by SAGAN,
including the spectral normalization [22] and the hinge version of the adversarial loss [34,
35, 36], has been proven effective in experiments. SAGAN increases the state-of-the-art IS
for class-conditional image generation on ImageNet [23] from 36.8 to 52.52. It also achieves
a lower FID (18.65) than the previous state-of-the-art image GANs [20].
2.1.2 BigGAN
BigGAN [6] is a class-conditional image synthesis GAN. It achieves a FID score as low as
8.7 for 128 × 128 video, less than a half of the previous state-of-the-art result of 18.65 [20].
DVDGAN is largely based on BigGAN’s architecture.
BigGAN adopts the hinge formulation of GAN loss that is also used by SAGAN [20] and
is inherited by DVDGAN [12]:
D : min
D






One of the main contributions of BigGAN is pointing out that scaling up the model and
batch size significantly improves performance of GANs. While SAGAN [20], the previous
state-of-the-art model, uses a batch size of 256, BigGAN increases it by a factor of 8. That
modification alone increases Inception Score (IS) by 46% [6]. Increasing the number of
channels for the networks from 64 to 96 is also proven to be beneficial for achieving higher
IS score.
Previously, class-conditional GANs such as [20] require separate class embeddings c for
different layers in G. Having separate embeddings results in heavy computation and memory
burden. BigGAN solves the problem by linearly projecting a shared embedding to different
layers separately. [6] reports a 37% faster training speed with shared embedding technique.
Furthermore, instead of passing noise vector z to the initial layer of G only, BigGAN feeds
the latent vector z directly into multiple layers of G. z is cut into multiple chunks, each
concatenated to c and projected to a different class-conditional BatchNorm layer of G. Figure
2.2 is a simplified structure layout for G of BigGAN. In addition, BigGAN also confirms the
effectiveness of design choices such as the Truncation Trick and Orthogonal Regularization.
Figure 2.2: A simplified architecture layout for BigGAN’s G: Image taken from [6]
The low-level building blocks of the BigGAN architecture is similar to those in the ResNet
[37] GAN architecture [20], which are shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Typical residual block in BigGAN’s G (left) and two Ds (right). Image taken
from [6].
2.2 GANS FOR FIXED-LENGTH VIDEO SYNTHESIS
GANs for video broadly fall into two categories: models generating fixed-length videos
and models that allow various-length video synthesis. The former does 3-D (width, height
and time) generation of videos as blocks. Limited by their architectures, such models can
only generate videos with the same length. VGAN [9] and TGAN [10] are typical examples
of this category.
2.2.1 VGAN
VGAN [9] is among the first efforts to generate temporally coherent video samples with
GAN architecture. Video signals are decomposed into two separate streams: a static “back-
ground” stream and a moving “foreground” stream. Leveraging large amounts of unlabelled
video, Vondrick et al. proposes VGAN, a GAN based unconditional generative model that
learns to model realistic foreground motions and a static background. The visualization
of VGAN’s architecture is in Figure 2.4. The input latent code to the model is a low-
dimensional noise vector z. The latent code is up-sampled by two independent pathways
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f and b. The foreground pathway f uses fractionally-strided spatio-temporal convolutional
layers to map z ∈ Rd to a spatio-temporal cuboid f(z) ∈ Rh×w×t×c, where c is number of
channels (3 in this case), h is the height, w is the width and t is the number of frames in a
sample. Because the background is stationary throughout the entire video, the background
pathway b contains only standard 2-D convolutional layers. z is up-sampled and mapped to
a 2-D image b(z) ∈ Rh×w×c. A network m that shares same parameters with f but the last
layer is created to produce a h × w × t × 1 mask tensor m(z). m(z) is further constrained
by a Sigmoid function to ensure 0 ≤ m(z) ≤ 1. m(z) is used to determine whether to use
f(z) or b(z) at a specific pixel and frame. With the help of m(z), a generated video sample
G(z) is synthesized following the formula:
G(z) = m(z) f(z) + (1−m(z)) b(z), (2.4)
where  is element-wise multiplication.
Figure 2.4: A simplified architecture layout for VGAN: Image taken from [9]
As the first attempt to carry the success of GAN in the image domain to the video
domain, VGAN has demonstrated a feasible way to learn motion dynamics. Experiments
have also suggested VGAN is able to learn features for human action classification without
any supervision. However, the explicit separation of the foreground and the background
makes VGAN incapable to learn more complicated videos. The assumption of a stationary
background greatly restricts the usefulness of VGAN. The relatively simple and primitive
network structures and loss functions prevent the model to produce videos of higher visual




Unlike VGAN, TGAN [10] contains no 3-D convolutional layers in its generators. Instead,
TGAN generates frames and temporal dynamics separately. Given a noise vector z0, the
temporal generator G0 maps it to a series of latent codes, each represents a latent point in
the image domain. The image generator G1 takes in both z0 and generated latent codes
to produce video frames. TGAN increases the state-of-the-art IS of UCF101 from 8.31 to
15.83. TGAN’s architecture is in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: A simplified architecture layout for TGAN: Image taken from [10]
2.3 GANS FOR VARIABLE-LENGTH VIDEO SYNTHESIS
The other type of video GANs sequentially generate video frames by a recurrent neu-
ral network (RNN). The RNN allows the model to generate arbitrary number of frames.
MoCoGAN [11] and DVDGAN [12] belong to this category.
2.3.1 MoCoGAN
Both VGAN [9] and TGAN [10] assume a video sample as a point in a latent space. Their
architectures are designed to convert a point in the latent space to a video clip. Tulyakov
et al. [11] argue that such an assumption unnecessarily makes the problem more complex.
First of all, videos with the same action but different speed are considered different points
in this approach. More importantly, this approach disregards the fact that videos have
different lengths. Alternatively, Tulyakov et al. assume a video is made by traversing
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multiple points in a latent space of images. Under this assumption, videos of different
speed and lengths correspond to trajectories in the latent space traversed with different
speed and lengths. The new approach makes it possible to further decompose the latent
space of images into two subspaces: the content subspace and the motion subspace. Based
on the assumption, an unconditional video GAN, the Motion and Content decomposed
Generative Adversarial Network (MoCoGAN) is proposed. Instead of directly mapping
a latent vector to a video, MoCoGAN generates temporally coherent frames sequentially.
The latent code for each frame consists a “content” code which is randomly sampled from
Gaussian distribution and is fixed throughout the entire video clip and a “motion” code which
is generated by a learned recurrent neural network. Fixing the “content” representation
while having changing “motion” representation encourages the model to differentiate the
two subspaces and generate realistic videos which contain consistent objects and coherent
motions.
The MoCoGAN consists of an one-layer GRU network RM , an image generator network
GI , an image discriminator network DI and a video discriminator network DV . During
training, the “content” code ZC is sampled once and fixed for the entire video. A series of
randomly sampled vectors [ε(1), . . . , ε(K)] are input into the RM and encoded to K “motion”
codes [Z
(1)
M , . . . , Z
(K)
M ] one at a step. The image generator GI maps concatenated ZC and
Z
(k)
M to the kth frame x̃
(k). DI is a standard 2-D CNN architecture and only assesses the
spatial quality of each single frame. DV contains spatio-temporal CNN layers so that it can
take in a fixed-length video clip and tell if it is synthetic or authentic. A visual illustration
of MoCoGAN’s architecture can be found in Figure 2.6.
Although MoCoGAN has surpassed its predecessors such as VGAN and TGAN in terms
of quantitative evaluation metrics on several datasets, we find it important to point out the
following problems:
• The decomposition of visual signals in a video to a “content” component and a “mo-
tion” component oversimplifies the problem by assuming all videos must have a fixed
and well-defined object and a still background. This assumption may help the MoCo-
GAN to do well on highly restrained datasets like MUG Facial Expression Database
[38] and Weizmann Action database [39]. When it comes to more complex and di-
verse datasets like UCF101, MoCoGAN has difficulty presenting multiple objects, de-
formable objects or camera panning in output samples. According to our experiments,
MoCoGAN may achieve a slightly better Inception Score than TGAN and VGAN on
UCF101 [40], the visual quality of the synthetic samples is still very bad.
• Even for those datasets that MoCoGAN performs better on, the improvements could
11
Figure 2.6: A simplified architecture layout for MoCoGAN: Image taken from [11]
be the result of GAN memorization. Datasets used in the experiments are very small.
Except UCF101, the largest dataset used in training contains only 4,500 clips, nearly
70 times smaller than Kinetics-400 [11, 13].
2.3.2 DVDGAN
The success of BigGAN has been extended to the video domain. Dual Video Discrim-
inator GAN (DVDGAN) [12], a class-conditional GAN architecture that is largely based
on BigGAN is proposed for video synthesis and video prediction. We focus on the video
synthesis part in our work.
Most video GAN models [9, 10, 11] prior to DVDGAN mainly deal with small and simple
video datasets including the Moving MNIST dataset [41] and the Weizmann Action database
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[39]. By leveraging the scalability of BigGAN’s architecture, DVDGAN is able to produce
high fidelity 256 × 256 videos with 48 frames and achieve state-of-the-art results on both
UCF101 [40] and Kinetics-600 [42] datasets. Because of the strong learning ability of its neu-
ral networks, DVDGAN does not explicitly separate foreground from background as in [11]
or generate new frames via flow warping and the hallucination network as in [25]. DVDGAN
contains two discriminators: a spatial discriminator DS and a temporal discriminator DT .
The main innovations of DVDGAN are the use of Convolutional GRU and the introduc-
tion of Separable Attention module, a spatio-temporal extension of the self-attention module
proposed by [20] for image synthesis. For experiments generating less than 48 frames, [12]
uses the Multiplicative Convolutional GRU. We use the standard Convolutional GRU in our
training to reduce memory and computational costs. Most low-level architectural choices
confirmed effective by BigGAN are inherited by DVDGAN.
Figure 2.7: DVDGAN architecture. Left: G; right: DS and DT . Image taken from [12].
2.4 DATASETS
2.4.1 Kinetics datasets
DeepMind’s Kinetics human action video dataset (Kinetics-400) [13] was first released in
2017, containing 400 classes, with at least 400 video clips per class. The dataset focuses
on human actions. Each class contains 400 to 1150 video clips, each around 10 seconds.
Certain procedures are taken to make sure that each clip is from a unique video and cannot
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be assigned to more than one class. There are a total of 306,245 videos in Kinetics-400
dataset. Kinetics-400 is later expanded to 600 classes with at least 600 video clips per class,
thus called Kinetics-600 [42]. The overall number of videos increases to 495,547. A small
portion of classes (32 out of 400) from Kinetics-400 are changed in Kinetics-600. DVDGAN
uses Kinetics-600 for training and evaluation [12]. We use Kinetics-400 instead because
Kinetics-600 is not publicly available anymore when we start the work. Furthermore, since
we use PyTorch’s public available ResNet (2+1)D model trained on Kinetics-400 to report
Inception Score (IS) [43] and Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [44], training the model on
the same dataset makes better sense.
2.4.2 UCF101
UCF101 [40] is widely used for training generative models before the introduction of Kinet-
ics dataset. UCF101, collected from YouTube, is originally designed for action recognition
tasks. It is an extension of its predecessor UCF50 which has only 50 classes. UCF101 con-
tains 13,320 video clips at 320 × 240 resolution and 25FPS frame rate. Besides its smaller
size, UCF101’s biggest problem compared to Kinetics datasets is the lack of intra-class di-
versity. Each class of UCF101 is consist of 25 clip groups. Each clip group contains 4 to
7 video samples. In fact, video samples within a single clip group are just different clips
from the same video. As a result, GANs trained on UCF101 dataset tend to overfit more
easily. In section 4 we use UCF101 to show how DVDGAN memorize training set that is
not complex and diverse enough.
Dataset Classes Clips per Class Total Clips Mean Clip Length
UCF101 101 min 101 13,320 7.21 sec
Kinetics-400 400 min 400 306,245 ∼ 10 sec
Kinetics-600 600 min 600 495,547 ∼ 10 sec
Table 2.1: Video dataset statistics. Data taken from [40, 13, 42].
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Figure 2.8: Randomly selected Kinetics-400 training samples.
15
Figure 2.9: Randomly selected UCF101 training samples. Note the first and the second clips
from left in the top row are actually from the same clip group (video).
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CHAPTER 3: APPROACH
In this section we provide a detailed explanation of the architecture of DVDGAN and our
implementation choices. Our goal is to provide a video generation model implementation
similar to DVDGAN using less resources and explore implementation choices for this model.
3.1 CONVOLUTIONAL GRU
The randomly sampled latent code z and linearly embedded class label e(y), which are
both 128-dimensional vectors, are first concatenated and then input into a convolutional
GRU network [45]. [12] uses multiplicative convolutional GRU for videos shorter than 48
frames. We use a standard single-layer convolutional GRU, whose update rule is given by:
r = σ(Wr ?3 [ht−1;xt] + br)
u = σ(Wu ?3 [ht−1;xt] + bu)
c = ρ(Wc ?3 [xt; r  ht−1] + bc)
ht = u ht−1 + (1− u) c,
(3.1)
where σ is the elementwise sigmoid operation, ρ is the ReLU functions, ?n is 2-D convolution
with n × n kernel,  is elementwise multiplication and square bracket represents concate-
nation. Note the same z is used as input to all timesteps in the convoluitonal GRU. Input
vector [z; e(y)] ∈ R256 is mapped to a T × ch0 × 4× 4 tensor, where T is number of frames
per sample (in our case, 12) and ch0 is the number of input channels of the initial layer in
G (in our case, 512). Comparing with previous works with the regular GRU [11], DVDGAN
provides a stronger spatial prior to G.
3.2 GENERATOR
A non-causal self-attention block is applied on the output of the convolutional GRU before
it is sent into the generator. The self-attention block is applied directly across the width,
height and time dimension and is not separable. DVDGAN’s generator G takes in the entire
output from the self-attention block and generates frames in parallel. DVDGAN’s G is very
similar to that of BigGAN [6], containing 2-D convolutional layers and the Batch Normal-
ization layers. Spectral Normalization [22] is applied to all weight layers. G’s residual block
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is identical to what is shown in Figure 2.3. A layout of the generator’s overall architecture
we use for the experiments can be found in Table 3.1. Because G does not have any 3-D
convolutional layers, the time axis of the latent code tensor needs to be folded into the
batch axis before the forward pass. Each frame is produced independently. Since dynamic
information of the sample is already provided by the convolutional GRU, it is important
to keep the networks from “cheating” by communicating dynamic knowledge through the
Batch Norm layers. Therefore, the time axis is unfolded from the batch axis and folded into
the channel axis every time before passed into the Batch Norm layers.
2-D latent code z̃ ∈ RB×12×ch∗8×4×4
ResBlock up [B ∗ 12, ch ∗ 8, 4, 4]→ [B ∗ 12, ch ∗ 8, 8, 8]
ResBlock up [B ∗ 12, ch ∗ 8, 8, 8]→ [B ∗ 12, ch ∗ 8, 16, 16]
ResBlock up [B ∗ 12, ch ∗ 8, 16, 16]→ [B ∗ 12, ch ∗ 4, 32, 32]
ResBlock up [B ∗ 12, ch ∗ 4, 32, 32]→ [B ∗ 12, ch ∗ 2, 64, 64]
ResBlock [B ∗ 12, ch ∗ 2, 64, 64]→ [B ∗ 12, ch, 64, 64]
BN, ReLU, 3× 3 Conv [B ∗ 12, ch, 64, 64]→ [B, 12, 3, 64, 64]
Tanh
Table 3.1: DVDGAN G architecture for 64 × 64, 12 frames videos. B represents the batch
size and ch represents the channel number multiplier, which is 64 for our model.
3.3 DISCRIMINATORS
DVDGAN contains two discriminators: a spatial discriminator DS that only inspects
spatial content and structure of individual frames; and a temporal discriminator DT that
critiques the entire video as a whole. We perform Spectral Normalization on all weight layers
for both discriminators.
Considering memory and computational costs, k full-resolution frames (we use k = 8,
same as [12]) will be randomly sampled from each video clip and processed by DS. The
k axis is folded in the batch axis before forward pass. The rest of the structure is almost
identical to BiGGAN’s discriminator. See Table 3.2 for the complete architecture for DS.
The temporal discriminator DT contains two 3-D residual blocks followed by two 2-D
residual blocks. To cut down computational costs, video samples are downsampled by a
2 × 2 average pooling function before processed by DT . Note the time dimension is not
reduced by the average pooling operation. The time dimension is folded into the batch
dimension during the transition from 3-D blocks to 2-D blocks. The low-level architecture
of DT is similar to that of DS. See Table 3.3 for the complete architecture for DT .
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RGB video frames x̃ ∈ RB×8×3×64×64
ResBlock down [B ∗ 8, 3, 64, 64]→ [B ∗ 8, ch ∗ 2, 32, 32]
ResBlock down [B ∗ 8, ch ∗ 2, 32, 32]→ [B ∗ 8, ch ∗ 4, 16, 16]
ResBlock down [B ∗ 8, ch ∗ 4, 16, 16]→ [B ∗ 8, ch ∗ 8, 8, 8]
ResBlock down [B ∗ 8, ch ∗ 8, 8, 8]→ [B ∗ 8, ch ∗ 16, 4, 4]
ResBlock [B ∗ 8, ch ∗ 16, 4, 4]→ [B ∗ 8, ch ∗ 16, 4, 4]
ReLU, Global sum pooling
e(y) · h + (linear → 1)
Table 3.2: DVDGAN DS architecture for 64× 64, 12 frames videos. B represents the batch
size and ch represents the channel number multiplier, which is 64 for our model. h represents
features right after the global sum pooling.
RGB downsampled videos x∗ ∈ RB×12×3×32×32
3-D ResBlock down [B, 12, 3, 32, 32]→ [B, 6, ch, 16, 16]
3-D ResBlock down [B, 6, ch, 16, 16]→ [B, 3, ch ∗ 2, 8, 8]
ResBlock down [B ∗ 3, ch ∗ 2, 8, 8]→ [B ∗ 3, ch ∗ 4, 4, 4]
ResBlock [B ∗ 3, ch ∗ 4, 4, 4]→ [B ∗ 3, ch ∗ 8, 4, 4]
ReLU, Global sum pooling
e(y) · h + (linear → 1)
Table 3.3: DVDGAN DT architecture for 64× 64, 12 frames videos. B represents the batch
size and ch represents the channel number multiplier, which is 64 for our model. h represents
features right after the global sum pooling.
3.4 SEPARABLE SELF-ATTENTION
Applying a self-attention block that attends to all dimensions to large video features is
not feasible since the additional time axis increases the size of the attention matrix from
O((HW )2) to O((HWT )2). Separable Attention is introduced in [12] to reduce memory
and computational costs of the self-attention module. Separable attention decomposes the
original self-attention layer into three separate attention layers each attending only one of the
time, width and height axis. The memory cost is reduced to max { O(H2WT ), O(HW 2T ),
O(HWT 2) }. We only use separable attention layer in G, at resolution 32×32. The Python
pseudocode in Figure 3.1 is given in [12] and perfectly explains the algorithm of separable
attention. In the pseudocode, q, k, v and x are the query matrix, key matrix, value matrix
and input feature tensor respectively.
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Figure 3.1: The Python pseudocode of separable attention: Image taken from [12]
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CHAPTER 4: EXPERIMENTS
In this section we describe how we implement DVDGAN and discuss investigations into
possible failure cases during training. All experiments are conducted on Kinetics-400 dataset
unless mentioned otherwise. Every model is trained on Amazon Web Services (AWS) [46]
using a single p3.16xlarge instance with 8 NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPUs. Our DVDGAN model
is implemented using the PyTorch deep learning framework [47].
4.1 DATA LOADING AND PREPROCESSING
Datasets with the size of UCF101 [40] or smaller can fit on a single NVIDIA V100 GPU,
which has a memory of roughly 16GiB. Larger datasets like Kinetics-400 cannot be loaded
entirely on the GPU prior to the training. As a result, training data needs to be loaded
on the fly. A trade-off needs to be made between I/O time and file size. Our experiments
suggest the best solution is storing each frame of a video clip as a JPEG image.
We sample video frames with a stride of 2, same as [12]. Limited by computing resource
available, we generate videos at 64 × 64 resolution and length of 12 frames. According to
our experiments, different interpolation modes result in very different visual effect. Figure
4.1 shows resized training samples with two different interpolating algorithms. Though [12]
chooses to use “bilinear” algorithm to resize the videos, we use “area” interpolating algorithm
as it gives better visual quality after resizing.
4.2 TRAINING DETAILS
We train our models with a batch size of 108, which is the largest that can fit on a
p3.16xlarge instance. Both DT and DS are updated twice for every G update, same as [12].
Adam [48] is used to optimize the DVDGAN model. Both the latent vector z ∼ N (0, I) and
the linearly embedded class vector e(y) have 128 dimensions. The learning rate for G and
both Ds are 5e−4 and 1e−4, respectively. Separable attention is only used in G at resolution
32. Generated videos are 64 × 64 resolution and 12 frames long. The channel multiplier ch
in [12] is 128 for 64 × 64 videos. We use 64 for generator and both discriminators due to
the limited computing resource. The best FID and IS scores are achieved between 100,000
and 110,000 steps. Most models are trained for 96 to 120 hours with a single p3.16xlarge
instance. A complete table of hyperparameters and design choices can be find in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: 64 × 64 pixel resized UCF101 training samples. Top three rows: “area”
interpolating algorithm. Bottom three rows: “bilinear” interpolating algorithm. It is
obvious that “area” mode gives smoother and less pixelated output.
4.3 OVERFITTING
GANs can be hard to train as it is easy to overfit on the training data. The two most
common overfitting cases we observe are GAN memorization and mode collapse. We will
explain why they exist and what we do to mitigate them.
4.3.1 GAN Memorization
An ideal GAN should generalize well from the training data, which requires the networks to
learn meaningful features and produce new samples that are not found in the training data.
In practice, GANs have the tendency to simply memorize the training data [6, 12, 49]. In the
setup of class-conditional generative task, GAN memorization appears as limited diversity




Num. of D updates per G update 2
G learning rate 5e−4
D learning rate 1e−4
Beta1 for G’s Adam optimizer 0.0
Beta1 for D’s Adam optimizer 0.0
Beta2 for G’s Adam optimizer 0.999
Beta2 for D’s Adam optimizer 0.999
Resolution of the separable attention layer in G 32
Num. of frames sampled (k value) for DS 8
Activation function for G ReLU
Activation function for D ReLU
Initialization style for G N (0, 0.02I)
Initialization style for D N (0, 0.02I)
Dimension of latent vector z 128
Dimension of class embedding e(y) 128
channel multiplier ch for G 64
channel multiplier ch for D 64
Table 4.1: Hyperparameters and design choices used for 64 × 64, 12-frame DVDGAN model.
Anything not included in the table is aligned with default values in the BigGAN model.
each class it has “seen” during the training phase and is not capable of producing “unseen”
samples. [12] reports significant GAN memorization for DVDGAN trained on UCF101.
Nagarajan et al. [49] suggest stronger levels of GAN memorization can be achieved when:
1. The generator G is trained on a sufficiently large set of distinctive latent vectors, or
2. The batch size is not large enough.
BigGAN proposes several useful methods to mitigate GAN memorization. To address the
issue of the first bullet point, BigGAN applies the “truncation trick” and “early stopping”
to cut down the range of the latent space and keep the networks from seeing too many latent
vectors, respectively. When it comes to the batch size, BigGAN increases its batch size to as
large as 2048. These methods have been proven effective in practice by both BigGAN and
DVDGAN. However, because DVDGAN’s architecture is more complicated than BigGAN,
when it is trained on a relatively small dataset, DVDGAN still has a strong tendency to
simply memorize some training samples. To show this phenomenon, we train our DVDGAN
on UCF101 and conduct class-wise nearest neighbor analysis on selected generated videos
(Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2: Right: Generated samples. Left: Class-wise nearest neighbors (closest clip
group) in pixel-space from UCF101. Class (from top to bottom): Playing Flute, Wall
Pushups, Jump Rope, Tennis Swing, Playing Guitar and Playing Tabla.
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Because of the lack of complexity and diversity, UCF101 is not suitable for large and
complex models like DVDGAN. We will show later that Kinetics-400 with a size nearly 40
times larger than UCF101 can greatly reduce the level of GAN memorization.
4.3.2 Mode Collapse
The objective functions of GANs does not motivate them to learn diverse samples because
the discriminator only checks if the samples are fake or not, but not if they are different
from each other. Therefore, the generator often finds a way to “cheat” by producing same
or very similar samples for the same class. This failure case is called mode collapse [50].
Under the class-conditional GAN setup, embedded class vector is concatenated with noise
vector. Noise vectors are often neglected because it is a lot easier for conditional GANs
to learn conditional contexts from class embeddings because they are more structured [51].
When trained on a small and simple dataset, mode collapse can be a major issue for GAN.
In Figure 4.3, We show an example of mode collapse of DVDGAN trained on UCF101.
Figure 4.3: An example of mode collapse. This is a batch of generated videos from DVDGAN
trained on UCF101 at 43200 step. The videos in the red boxes have the same class label
“Hula Hoop”. The generator can only generate one mode for this specific class.
4.4 EVALUATION METRICS
Despite substantial progress in terms of resolution and visual quality, how to evaluate and
compare GANs remains to be a task that is far from being tackled. A variety of quantitative
GAN evaluation measures have been proposed. Among them, two metrics that require a
pre-trained neural network, Inception Score (IS) and Fréchet Inception Distance (FID), are
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perhaps the most popular ones. IS measures the expectation of the KL divergence between
the conditional label distribution p(y|x) and its marginal distribution p(y) [43, 52]. GANs
with stronger capacity to produce samples that are both diverse and highly classifiable will
create a larger discrepancy between the two distributions, resulting in higher IS score. Ex-
periments show IS has good correlation with human judgement [43]. Despite its popularity,
IS has a hard time detecting GAN memorization, overfitting and mode collapse [53, 54].
FID, introduced in 2017 [44], is considered to be a more robust alternative than IS [52]. FID
assumes embedded synthetic and real samples form two continuous multivariate Gaussian
distributions. By measuring the distance between synthetic and real data distributions, FID
quantifies how similar are the synthetic samples to the real data. As opposed to IS, FID
score is lower when the quality of generated data is better [44]. FID can detect intra-class
mode collapse, which will fail IS [52].
Recently, a lot of alternative GAN evaluation metrics are introduced with advantages in
different aspects, including Mode Score (MS) [55], low-level image statistics [56], Geometry
Score [57], number of statistically-different bins (NDB) [58], etc. In this work, we report IS
and FID as they are still the most common evaluation metrics for GAN. The original IS and
FID use the Inception network [59] trained on the ImageNet dataset [23] to extract features.
In order to measure video data, Inception network is replaced with publicly available1 ResNet
(2+1)D network [60] pre-trained on Kinetics-400 [13]. This makes our FID really similar to
the Fréchet Video Distance (FVD) proposed in [61].
4.5 COLLAPSE TO DARK VIDEOS
During our training, we observe a failure case that has not been documented before. The
proportion of black/dark videos increases as the training time grows. This failure case is
consistent across different training datasets and architecture choices. Figure 4.4 shows the
proportion of black videos in a batch of generated samples at different stages of training.
Figure 4.4 also implies that the drop of pixel intensity value does not happen to all videos
evenly. When the majority of the generated samples become completely or nearly completely
black, there are still samples that are very bright. To better understand this failure case, we
also plot how average pixel values of the three color channels change over time. According
to Figure 4.5, all three channels behave similarly as the number of training step grows:
mean pixel value decreases at a slow but steady rate until around 70,000 steps; after 70,000
steps, mean pixel value starts to decrease rapidly. The plots of FID and IS (Figure 4.6)
1Further information about the model can be found at https://pytorch.org/docs/stable/
torchvision/models.html#resnet-2-1-d
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quantitatively show how decreasing pixel value influence the quality of the generated samples.
Both FID and IS quickly deteriorate after 70,000 steps, which makes it impossible to train
the model any longer without getting worse output quality.
To address this problem, we first propose an additional loss to take the change of pixel






‖xt,h,w,c − G(z)t,h,w,c‖, (4.1)
where α is the weight, n is the dimension of the samples, t is the number of frames per
sample, h is the height of the sample, w is the width of the sample and c is the number of
channels. Lp is added to the original DVDGAN loss function for G.
We report experimental results for four models trained on Kinetics-400 dataset from
scratch with different weights and starting points. Because the fast decline in pixel in-
tensity does not happen until a relatively late stage, we let the Average Pixel Value loss to
kick in after 50,000 steps for all but one trials. One trial will have the Average Pixel Value
Loss from the beginning of its training. We also experiment on different weight factors α.
The experimental results for the four trials can be found in Figure 4.7. Comparing the blue,
the orange and the green lines, we find that the Average Pixel Value Loss can decrease the
slope of the declining mean pixel value curve and push back the “turning point”. In addi-
tion, larger weights make more significant improvement. The line of α = 2 does not reach
the turning point until 100,000 steps while the line of α = 1 starts to rapidly drop at step
70,000. However, having the loss at an early stage can make the training results even worse.
The red line, which applies the loss from the beginning of the training, starts to crash at
step 40,000. When the Average Pixel Value Loss kicks in at step 50,000 for the green line,
the red line is already nearly 0.2 lower than the green line. At 80,000 steps, the generated
videos of the red model are nearly all black. Figure 4.8 also confirms the above observations.
However, the plots of FID and IS (Figure 4.9) show that even though the Average Pixel
Value Loss helps to delay the turning point, it cannot eliminate it. FID and IS curves are
unstable and have strong tendency to quickly bounce back and deteriorate after reaching
their best results. Therefore, we decide to not include the Average Pixel Value Loss in our
final implementation.
Loss functions are also potential cause of the black videos. According to [12], the complete
objective functions for the two discriminators DS and DT and the generator G in practice
are:
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Figure 4.4: Increasing number of black videos at different stages of training. From top to
bottom are batches of generated videos at step 54200, 75000 and 106900.
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Figure 4.5: A typical plot of mean pixel value of the three color channels vs. training step.
Each data point is the average pixel value of an entire batch of generated samples. Different
colors represent different color channels. Dotted lines represent real samples and solid lines



























where k is the randomly sampled full-resolution frame from the generated video. We follow
the hyperparameter choice in [12] and randomly sample 8 out of 12 frames from each video
for DS to critique individually. We suspect summing the per-frame scores before doing the
ReLU operation could result in decrease in pixel value. We improve the objective functions
by applying ReLU on individual per-frame scores output by DS prior to the summation.
Adding up scores from DS will create an imbalance of scale between the loss of the spatial
discriminator and the loss of the temporal discriminator. As a result, the model will learn
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Figure 4.6: Plots of FID (top) and IS (bottom) for the same training as in Figure 4.5. Both
metrics keep getting better for the first 50,000 steps and plateau between 50,000 and 70,000.
The rapid drop of pixel intensity after 70,000 steps results in a quick deterioration for both
metrics after 70,000.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the mean pixel values for models trained with the Average Pixel
Value Loss. Each data point is the mean pixel value across all three color channels for an
entire batch of generated samples.
to ignore temporal dynamics and produce samples with almost no movement. We solve the
problem by taking the average of the DS scores rather than the summation. Formally, the





























We show in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 that this modification to the objective functions,
even though still does not solve the black video problem entirely, achieves similar or even
better results than the Average Pixel Value Loss with α = 2 does.
To further narrow down the problem, an ablation study is conducted. We remove certain
modules from the model, one at a time, and train the model with everything else unchanged
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Figure 4.8: Batches of generated samples from models trained with the Average Pixel Value
Loss. All batches are generated at step 83,300. From top to bottom, the weight and starting
point of the Average Pixel Value Loss are set to (2, 50,000), (1, 50,000), (0.5,50,000) and
(0.5, 0).
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Figure 4.9: Plots of FID (top) and IS (bottom) for the four experiments as in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.10: The mean pixel values of the model trained with the new objective functions.
Each data point is the mean pixel value across all three color channels for an entire batch
of generated samples.
to examine the mean pixel value curve. We find decreasing sample pixel value is directly
connected to the presence of DT . Figure 4.12 shows that when DT is turned off, the curve
of mean pixel value is almost flat after the initial fluctuation. Therefore, it is safe to draw
the conclusion that certain design choices for DT cause the “black video” failure case.
DT contains two 3-D residual blocks followed by two 2-D residual blocks. Originally the
time dimension of the tensor that comes out of the last 3-D block is folded into the channel
dimension before forward passing to the 2-D blocks. We modify the architecture of DT
so that the time dimension is now folded into the batch dimension. Keeping the channel
dimension consistent across the entire temporal discriminator helps to stabilize the training
and mitigate the “black video” problem. In Figure 4.13 we show that by applying the new
objective functions and modifying the temporal discriminator DT ’s structure, we successfully
eliminate the “turning point” in the mean pixel value curve. Even though the mean pixel
value still decreases at a very slow rate over time, it no longer negatively effects the evaluation
metrics, which is confirmed by Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.11: FID (top) and IS (bottom) for the same experiment as in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.12: The mean pixel values of the model trained without DT . Each data point is the
mean pixel value across all three color channels for an entire batch of generated samples.
4.6 MISCELLANEOUS EXPERIMENTS
Below we list some miscellaneous experiments we conducted and their results.
• We replace the two 3-D residual blocks in DT with two standard 3-D convolutional
layers and there are no big differences in visual quality. We suggest to use the standard
3-D convolutional layer for low-resolution video generation as it reduces computational
costs.
• Although [12] uses a learning rate of 1e−4 and 5e−4 for G and D respectively, our
experiments show a higher learning rate for the generator produces better results. The
results we report are all trained with a learning rate of 5e−4 and 1e−4 for G and D
respectively.
4.7 FINAL RESULTS
We train our final version of the DVDGAN model with an early stopping at 110,000 steps.
Our model trained on Kinetics-400 64 × 64, 12 frames videos is able to achieve 11.92 and
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Figure 4.13: The mean pixel values of the model trained with both the new objective func-
tions and modified DT . Each data point is the mean pixel value across all three color channels
for an entire batch of generated samples.
20.76 for FID and IS, respectively. A random batch of output videos can be found in Figure
4.15. We also include selected samples from different classes in Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.14: FID (top) and IS (bottom) for the same experiment as in Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.15: A random Batch of generated samples from our final model. The output samples
are 64 × 64 resolution and 12 frames long.
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(a) Class: Country line dancing
(b) Class: Snowboarding
(c) Class: Gymnastics tumbling
(d) Class: Frying vegetables
(e) Class: Parasailing
(f) Class: Making snowman
(g) Class: Fixing hair
(h) Class: Tasting food
(i) Class: Applying cream




In this work we provided a detailed guideline for training large-scale class-conditional
video Generative Adversarial Networks with limited computing resource. We analyzed prac-
tical problems including data preprocessing and training details, which are often not given
enough attentions and instructions in previous literature. Detailed guidelines were given for
different steps of training. We compared different methods for preprocessing and explained
the advantages and disadvantages of each method. We also showed what GAN memoriza-
tion and mode collapse look like in practice for video samples and how more complex and
diverse datasets help to solve such problems. One of the most important contributions of
this work is documenting the failure case of “black videos”, which has not been mentioned
by other literature before. Extensive analysis and experiments were carried out to identify
and mitigate this problem. We hope researchers who are interested in training conditional
video GANs find this work useful as a guideline.
We provided some advice in this work on reducing computing resources needed for training
video GANs. In the future we plan to investigate methods that further reduce computational
costs of training large-scale video GANs. Liu et al. propose a two-stage acceleration frame-
work for high resolution image synthesis using shorter training time and less computational
resources [62]. The framework generates small 2-D latent codes and uses pre-trained de-
coder to transform the codes to full resolution image samples. Integrated with convolutional
GRU, we hope the framework can greatly reduce the training time of DVDGAN. Transfer
learning is another potential way to accelerate the training process. Frégier et al. [63] and
Wang et al. [64] study the application of transfer learning in the context of image GANs.
They show that leveraging knowledge from pre-trained GANs helps the model to converge
faster. Whether the same method is effective for generative models of natural video remains
unknown. We leave this task as a future research direction.
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